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Automate your client servicing activities and internal operations with Investrack’s flexible,  
fully-configurable workflow management engine.

Workflows underpin all your business 
processes, and are a key ingredient in firms’ 
success. They determine your ability to: 

•  Deliver superior services to clients. 

•  Optimize operational efficiencies.

•  Satisfy your regulatory and compliance 
obligations, and evidence them with audit 
trails.

And with digitalization and demand for 
more responsive—often self-service—
capabilities continuing to grow, the need for 
a flexible yet robust operating environment 
that can keep pace with changing client 
servicing expectations will only grow too.

The solution? Investrack Workflow 
Management.

Workflow Best Practices

Investrack’s workflow management engine 
helps streamline and improve all your 
client-facing and internal business processes. 
By optimizing each step in the workflow 
journey, firms can enhance their operating 
efficiencies, digitalize their services, and 
adhere to industry best practices.

Designing and creating your own workflows 
is easy. Flexible workflows can be fully 
configured to support your firm’s particular 
process steps and compliance responsibilities, 
ensuring vital information is captured at 

each stage before moving on to the next. 
And where processes involve multiple 
teams or participants, you can determine 
who has access to what step in the 
workflow. 

Replacing manual activities with automated 
workflows increases straight-through 
processing rates, helping reduce errors and 
costs, while speeding up processing times. 

Seamless System Integration

Seamless, two-way integration to upstream 
and downstream solutions—including CRM, 
core banking, compliance, and portfolio and 
order management systems—further boosts 
automation and STP rates. For example,  
new client account details entered into the 
portal automatically populate the back-end 
portfolio management and accounting 
platform, with compliance checks carried 
out automatically through API links to 
external service providers such as credit 
score companies. Where required, data can 
also be pushed to or pulled from the firm’s 
data warehouse.

Configurable Automation to 
Suit Your Changing Needs 

Workflow processes aren’t static, and neither 
is Investrack’s workflow management 
module.

Workflow steps can be customized to meet 
firms’ specific workflow processes across 
multiple functions—giving users powerful, 
automated support where they need it 
most. 

Investrack Workflow Management

Streamline and Strengthen Your  
Mission-Critical Business Processes

Benefits to Investment FirmsBenefits to Investment Firms

•  Reduce costs by replacing manual 
processes with automated workflows.

•  Increase efficiency and speed of 
operational processes through 
improved collaboration

•  Reduce and quickly resolve workflow 
bottlenecks

•  Digitalize client-facing processes

•  Enable more self-servicing, allowing 
staff to focus on high value activities

•  Comply with your regulatory 
responsibilities

Benefits to End ClientsBenefits to End Clients

•  Eliminate time-consuming manual 
processes, such as completing 
paper-based onboarding forms

•  Provide opportunities for more 
self-servicing

•  Deliver faster, more responsive 
services.
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Workflow demands are shifting constantly 
as customer requirements evolve, new 
technologies emerge, and regulations and 
compliance stipulations change. That  
makes it impossible to create standardized 
workflows to support every existing and 
future scenario. Each investment firm will 
also have its preferred way of operating. 

Investrack’s in-built flexibility solves these 
issues. Since workflows are easy to configure, 
you can quickly adapt existing workflows or 
create new ones as demands and priorities 
change, ensuring you are always equipped 
to cope. 

For example, a new regulatory rule may 
require organizations to collect additional 
pieces of client information within a certain 
timeframe. By creating a workflow to keep 
track of that data, the firm can report back 
to the regulator to demonstrate compliance.

Notifications and checkpoints also help users 
stay on top of tasks. Rather than relying on 
e-mail exchanges or Excel checklists, staff 

receive an automated notification in their 
dashboard or mailbox the moment an 
action is required or information request 
made. Once they complete the action, the 
next person in the chain is automatically 
notified, helping speed up the process  
flow and ensuring no steps or important 
information are overlooked.

Dashboard Monitoring to 
Maximize Efficiencies

To optimize efficiencies and STP rates, it’s 
essential firms can identify bottlenecks and 
rectify problems as quickly as possible.

Investrack workflow management combines 
a powerful dashboard with analytics on 
workflow status, enabling designated 
managers and executives to monitor the 
progress of the firm’s different workflows, 
and drill down into users’ activities to see 
exactly how those workflows are performing. 

They can track how many workflows have 
been completed, how many are pending, 

review who did what and when, the  
fields that were captured, the time each 
process takes and where any delays exist. 
‘Sticky’ processes can be targeted and  
fixed, exceptions remedied, and better 
procedures introduced to prevent future 
blockages and increase efficiencies. Having 
an auditable record of every action taken 
also enables firms to meet their compliance 
responsibilities.

Reap the Benefits of 
Automated Workflows

Discover how Investrack can transform your 
operating environment—helping optimize 
your internal efficiencies while delivering 
the seamless experience clients and 
regulators want. 

Talk to your SS&C Advent representative, or 
contact advent@sscinc.com to learn more 
about the ways our intelligent workflow 
capabilities can benefit your firm.

Investrack workflow management helps future proof your operating environment, while maintaining maximum efficiency and control.
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